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Mr. & Mrs. Simpson

In a spoof of Mr. &; Mrs. Smith, Homer and Marge appear to attend marriage counseling and recount a brief

moment of tension between them. In the flashback, when arriving home, Homer Noun himself in the

bathroom and communicates on a hidden flat screen television, where it is revealed Homer is an assassin

Noun to eliminate news reporter, Kent Noun by order of Homer's boss, Mr. Noun .

Although the Noun is locked, Bart Noun got in and is seen sitting on a Mortar, which was the

toilet. Before he leaves, he tells Marge he will be coming home late from "Midnight Noun Madness";

Marge also states that she is busy turning over Noun making up an equally farfetched excuse. When

Homer prepares to shoot Noun at his rooftop party from a faraway platform, a Noun with large

blonde Noun (who Homer dubs "the Mystery Skank") stabs Brockman in the chest, killing him instead.

After Homer attempts to repeatedly shoot the woman (ending up with several civilian deaths), he manages to

shoot the wig off her Noun revealing it is Marge, also an assassin. Noun home, the two

Noun each other's eyes, and Marge makes an excuse for the blonde wig. Unfortunately at dinner, Homer

(thinking that he is talking in his head) exclaims "I'll kill her [Marge] after Noun ; which leads the two

attempting to kill one another with various weapons such as grenades, rifles, and a minigun, all the while

Noun why the Noun was an Noun Noun up Noun most of their

Noun and killing Noun Simpson. After killing Chief Noun with a crossbow, the two

realize they are more attracted with one another when they kill someone together. For this, they soon begin

making love over Chief Wiggum's body and, back to where the episode started, they both realized that they did

not



need any marriage counseling, but to kill people together. In the end, it turns out that they were not talking to a

marriage counselor, but to Principal Skinner regarding Bart's misbehavior on the school bus. This causes a rather

confusing situation as to why they went to Skinner, thinking he was a marriage counselor in the first place. But,

both Homer and Marge turn a blind eye to Bart's misbehavior and simultaneously Noun Skinner instead.

Homer and Marge are Noun and Noun assassins who Noun to take each other out in "

Mr. and Mrs. Simpson.
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